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Abstract

Evidence supporting specific therapies for late-life treatment-resistant depression (LL-TRD) is 

necessary. This study used Bayesian adaptive randomization to determine the optimal dose for the 

probability of treatment response (≥50% improvement from baseline on the Montgomery-Åsberg 

Depression Rating Scale) seven days after a 40 minute intravenous (IV) infusion of ketamine 0.1 

mg/kg (KET 0.1), 0.25 mg/kg (KET 0.25), or 0.5 mg/kg (KET 0.5), compared to midazolam 
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0.03 mg/kg (MID) as an active placebo. The goal of this study was to identify the best dose to 

carry forward into a larger clinical trial. Response durability at day 28, safety and tolerability, and 

effects on cortical excitation/inhibition (E/I) ratio using resting electroencephalography gamma 

and alpha power, were also determined. Thirty-three medication-free U.S. military veterans (mean 

age 62; range: 55 – 72; 10 female) with LL-TRD were randomized double-blind. The trial was 

terminated when dose superiority was established. All interventions were safe and well-tolerated. 

Pre-specified decision-rules terminated KET 0.1 (N=4) and KET 0.25 (N=5) for inferiority. 

Posterior probability was 0.89 that day-seven treatment response was superior for KET 0.5 (N=11; 

response rate = 70%) compared to MID (N=13; response rate = 46%). Persistent treatment 

response at day 28 was superior for KET 0.5 (response rate = 82%) compared to MID (response 

rate = 37%). KET 0.5 had high posterior probability of increased frontal gamma power (posterior 

probability = 0.99) and decreased posterior alpha power (0.89) during infusion, suggesting an 

acute increase in E/I ratio. These results suggest that 0.5 mg/kg is an effective initial IV ketamine 

dose in LL-TRD, although further studies in individuals older than 75 are required.

INTRODUCTION

Monoaminergic drugs are considered first-line treatment for major depressive disorder 

(MDD) but can take eight weeks or longer to achieve a response (defined as ≥50% 

symptom improvement) [1]. Symptom improvement can be even more delayed and weaker 

in individuals over the age of 55 [2–4], a period considered “later life” [5]. There is a clear 

unmet need to develop and test novel psychotropics for the rapidly growing population with 

late-life treatment-resistant depression (LL-TRD) [6].

A single 40 minute intravenous (IV) infusion of 0.5 mg/kg of the non-competitive N-

methyl-D-aspartate receptor (NMDAR) antagonist ketamine can achieve antidepressant 

effects within 24 hours in adult TRD [7]. Clinical improvement appears to strengthen 

with increasing doses but shows a pattern of diminishing returns above 0.5 mg/kg [7]. 

Clinical improvement is achieved by an initial temporary block of NMDARs located on fast-

firing, inhibitory GABAergic parvalbumin (PV+) interneurons with subsequent disinhibition 

of glutamate release that enhances the balance between cortical excitation relative to 

inhibition (E/I) in a prefrontal neural circuitry [8–12]. This change in balance between 

cortical excitation and inhibition can be measured with electroencephalography (EEG) as an 

increase in gamma oscillations [13,14] or a decrease in alpha oscillations [15]. A successive 

surge of glutamate activates post-synaptic low-affinity α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-

isoxazolepropionic acid receptors (AMPARs). AMPAR activation promotes intracellular 

brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) upregulation and a subsequent growth of dendritic 

spines and synaptic connectivity, extending beyond the elimination half-life of ketamine 

[8–11], potentially resulting in sustained effects on E/I balance.

Four studies, with mixed results, have examined clinical effects of ketamine in individuals 

with LL-TRD [16–19], suggesting that ketamine response may differ between age groups 

for patients with LL-TRD. Little is known about optimal, safe doses for LL-TRD, and 

NMDAR receptor engagement of ketamine in older patients. Dose finding for LL-TRD 

is important because of a reported decline in cortical NMDAR binding density and of 
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channel binding sites [20], and because of possible changes in elderly populations in 

pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics [21] that could necessitate lower dosages to 

balance efficacy and side effects [22]. The goal of this study was to identify the best dose to 

carry forward into a larger clinical trial.

This study used Bayesian adaptive randomization to determine the optimal dose of ketamine 

for LL-TRD, using change in Montgomery-Åsberg Depression Rating Scale (MADRS) 

score at seven days post-infusion as the primary endpoint. Outcomes of a Bayesian 

approach provide statements that the governing value for some observed process falls 

within some range of values. This allows statements about the probability that treatment 

shows benefit of some magnitude. This data is used as the basis by the Bayesian Adaptive 

algorithm to change allocation of subjects or to close conditions with low probability of 

efficacy of a certain magnitude per pre-defined stopping rules [23]. Bayesian adaptive 

randomization begins with specification of a prior distribution that formalizes the available 

information regarding the anticipated effect and its associated uncertainty. The prior is 

updated with newly observed data that results in a posterior distribution that captures all 

available information regarding the estimated effect size and associated uncertainty. This 

posterior distribution forms a new prior that is continually updated with accrual of new 

data. Investigators can use this process of continual updating to adapt the trial according 

to pre-specified rules. These include systematically altering the randomization ratios to 

allocate participants to more promising conditions, stopping randomization to arms meeting 

pre-specified futility criteria, or stopping the trial for superiority if salient pre-specified 

criteria are met [24].

In this double-blind study we randomized participants with LL-TRD into one of four 

conditions, comparing effects of a single IV infusion of ketamine (KET) at 0.5 mg/kg, 

0.25 mg/kg, or 0.1 mg/kg against a psychoactive control (0.03 mg/kg midazolam [MID]) on 

MADRS at seven days post-infusion (primary endpoint). A seven-day primary endpoint was 

chosen to reflect a clinically meaningful and enduring effect.

We hypothesized that ketamine 0.5 mg/kg would outperform the alternative conditions at 

the primary endpoint. Secondary outcomes were durability of the antidepressant response at 

28 days post-infusion, and safety and tolerability. Exploratory outcomes were biological and 

physiological markers of neural plasticity previously associated with cellular and regulatory 

mechanisms of ketamine: plasma brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) as a proxy 

for cellular plasticity, and electroencephalographic (EEG) gamma and alpha oscillations as 

biomarkers of E/I balance.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The study was funded by the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, monitored by a Data 

and Safety Monitoring Board, and registered at ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT02556606). Study 

procedures were approved by the Baylor College of Medicine IRB and the Michael 

E. DeBakey VA Medical Center Research & Development Committee. Materials and 

methods were described in detail in a prior publication [25] and are briefly presented 

here. All subjects provided written informed consent before any study-related activities were 
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conducted. All procedures were carried out at the Michael E. DeBakey VA Medical Center 

in Houston, Texas.

Participant Selection

Participants were U.S. military veterans at least 55 years old with DSM-5 recurrent or 

chronic MDD (APA, 2013); resistance to at least two adequate trials of FDA-approved 

antidepressants determined by the MGH Antidepressant Treatment Response Questionnaire 

[26]; moderate-to-severe depressive symptoms at screening and randomization (MADRS ≥ 

27; Quick Inventory of Depressive Symptomatology – Self Report [QIDS-SR] ≥ 14 [27]; 

and Clinical Global Impression – Severity scale [CGI-S] ≥ 4 [28]). Participants were free 

of psychotropic medications, including antidepressants, for at least one week prior to study 

drug infusion. Exclusion criteria included history of psychotic disorder, bipolar disorder, 

substance or alcohol use disorder in the past three months, use of NMDAR or AMPAR 

medications, and any unstable medical or neurological illness.

Study Design

This dose finding study used a Bayesian adaptive randomized, double-blind, placebo-

controlled design. Allocation was generated adaptively using a Bayesian “bandit” paradigm 

by the study statistician (CEG) who was blinded to condition. Outcomes of the most 

recent participant(s) were communicated by blinded study staff to the study statistician 

who applied pre-defined decision rules followed by re-estimation of allocation which was 

communicated to the pharmacy. The protocol design could stop the study for superiority, 

change randomization ratios, or stop the study for futility based on the probability of 

day-seven treatment response. Participants were initially randomized into one of two arms. 

One of every four participants was allocated to Arm 1, a 40-minute IV infusion of 0.03 

mg/kg MID. The remaining participants were allocated to Arm 2. Participants in Arm 2 were 

allocated 1:1:1:1 to a 40-minute IV infusion of MID 0.03 mg/kg, KET 0.1 mg/kg, KET 

0.25 mg/kg, or KET 0.5 mg/kg (see Supplementary Figure 1, CONSORT). Arm 2 became 

subject to adaptive randomization after allocation of the initial 20 participants. A condition 

in arm 2 was terminated if that condition demonstrated a posterior probability <0.025 that 

the response rate was better than the best performing condition. Arm 1 remained open for 

allocation to ensure a placebo group sufficiently large for comparison with the best dose 

of KET. For analyses, MID from Arm 1 and Arm 2 were combined. The decision to stop 

the study for superiority was based on the best performing condition having a posterior 

probability of >0.975 that it was outperforming the next best condition. The decision rules 

for the adaptive randomization are described further in Supplementary Information.

Study Procedures

Detailed descriptions of procedures are in the Supplementary Information and in [25]. The 

Research Pharmacist prepared study drugs on the morning of infusion. All study staff and 

patients were blind to the condition. Study procedures on day of infusion were in a hospital 

room dedicated to research. Following an overnight fast, on the morning of infusion, clinical 

ratings (MADRS; QIDS-SR; CGI-S), adverse events scales (Columbia-Suicide Severity 

Rating Scale [C-SSRS] [29], Clinician Administered Dissociation Symptom Scale [CADSS] 

[30]; four-item Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale [BPRS+] [31]; Patient Reported Inventory of 
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Side Effects [PRISE] [32]), 64-channel EEG (resting eyes open and eyes closed two minutes 

each reported here; auditory mismatch negativity paradigm with duration deviants reported 

in [33]), and a blood draw for BDNF were administered before the infusion. CADSS, 

BPRS+ and PRISE were repeated at 40 minutes (end of infusion), 120 minutes, and 240 

minutes after start of infusion. EEG was repeated at 30 (resting EEG only), 60, 120 and 

240 minutes relative to the start of infusion. The blood draw was repeated at 120 minutes, 

240 minutes and eight hours after start of infusion. Blood pressure and pulse were assessed 

every 15 minutes from the start of infusion until 240 minutes after the start of infusion. All 

measures (except EEG) were repeated at 24 hours (except blood collection), 48 hours, 72 

hours, and seven days after infusion. EEG was repeated at 24 hours and seven days after 

infusion. The C-SSRS was administered at all visits. Depression scales were repeated at 

days 14, 21 and day 28 for day seven responders. Study staff not present at the infusion and 

thus blinded for possible side effects performed study procedures before and after day of 

infusion.

Statistical Analysis and Sample Size

Statistical analyses used R (v. 4.0.4) [34]. The primary endpoint was day-seven treatment 

response. Since the use of a binary decision-rule implies a binomial process, we started with 

a ~Beta(1,1) (a flat line from zero through one) for prior distributions for all conditions in 

arm 2 (the adaptive randomization arm). We used a Beta-Binomial model for adaptation 

and decision-making. Analyses for secondary and exploratory outcomes used Bayesian 

adaptations of generalized linear models with multilevel components for correlated data. 

Priors were ~Normal(μ = 0, σ = 1000) within the link function for coefficients and ~Folded 

T-Distribution(df = 3, μ = 0, σ = 10) for random effects and residual terms within the 

link function. The convergence of Bayesian analyses on the posterior distributions via 

Monte-Carlo Markov chain (MCMC) was assessed with Gelman-Rubin Diagnostics and 

Effective Sample Size estimates. Posterior distributions are described with point estimates 

(50th percentile) and 95% credible interval (2.5th and 97.5th percentiles).

Based on the estimates, priors, and decision rules, over K=10,000 Monte Carlo simulations 

showed an average n = 5, 5, 8 and 24 participants were expected to be allocated to arm 2 

MID, KET 0.1, KET 0.25 and KET 0.5 respectively to reach conclusions of superiority. For 

valid comparison between KET and MID, arm 1 MID remained open and we expected to 

allocate 18 subjects until declaration of superiority of KET 0.5. Using the prior distributions 

and assumed probabilities of being a day-seven responder, K = 10,000 Monte Carlo 

simulations indicated that the decision rules would identify the best condition (i.e., KET 

0.5) 95% percent of the time; this estimate corresponds to conventional power and exceeds 

the widely used value of 80%.

For our primary endpoint (day-seven MADRS) we compared the change in MADRS score 

relative to baseline at day seven between KET 0.5 and MID. For EEG oscillatory power, 

we performed separate analyses to compare drug effects on frontal gamma power and 

posterior alpha power, respectively. For EEG we used three individual models: (1) the 

day 1 model investigated the effects of time (pre-infusion to 4 hours post-infusion) and 

condition (KET 0.5 vs MID) on EEG power; (2) the 24-hour model compared EEG power 
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between conditions (KET 0.5 vs MID) at 24 hours post-infusion corrected for baseline 

power); (3) the durability model evaluated the changes in EEG power between conditions 

(KET 0.5 vs MID) relative to time from the 24 hour time point to day seven (24 hours 

to 7 days, correcting for baseline power). For BDNF we used two individual models: (1) 

the day 1 model investigating the effect of time (pre-infusion to 4 hours post-infusion) 

and condition corrected for baseline BDNF; (2) the durability model evaluated differences 

between conditions at day seven corrected for baseline BDNF.

RESULTS

Bayesian adaptive randomization implemented after enrolling the first 20 participants to 

Arm 2 terminated allocation to MID, KET 0.1 and KET 0.25 in that arm. Stopping 

rules terminated trial enrollment after completing 33 participants. Supplementary Figure 

1 presents the allocation of participants. Table 1 presents demographic and clinical 

characteristics.

Primary Endpoint

Figure 1 presents MADRS total scores as a function of condition and time (panel A), 

proportions of participants with a treatment response defined as an improvement by at least 

50% from baseline (panel B), and posterior distributions of the probability of a day-seven 

treatment response (panel C). The information depicted in panel 1C represents both our 

best estimate of the effects and the associated uncertainty which results, from among other 

things, small cell sizes. The comparison of the posterior distributions (subtracting one 

distribution from the other) yields the probability that one distribution is higher or lower 

than the other.

Sixteen of 33 randomized participants (8 for KET 0.5; 2 for KET 0.25; 5 for MID) achieved 

a day-seven treatment response; all day-seven responders but one (MID) achieved day-seven 

remission (see Supplementary Information). KET 0.5 showed an absolute probability of 

achieving a day-seven treatment response of 0.70 (95%-CrI = 0.43 – 0.90). The evidence 

was strong that the probability of achieving a day-seven treatment response was higher 

for KET 0.5 than for MID (0.46, 95%-CrI = 0.23 – 0.71) (Posterior Probability [KET 0.5 

> MID] = 0.89). Inspection of posterior probabilities for effects of increasing magnitude 

suggested moderately high evidence (0.76) that the probability of achieving a day- seven 

treatment response was at least 10% higher for KET 0.5 than for MID, but less so that the 

two conditions differed by at least 20% (Posterior Probability = 0.57). KET 0.25 showed 

minimal evidence of differing from MID (Posterior Probability [KET 0.25 > MID] = 0.42), 

whereas probability was high that KET 0.1 had a lower probability of achieving a day-seven 

treatment response than MID (Posterior Probability [KET 0.1 > MID] = 0.07). Treatment-

related changes on QIDS-SR and CGI-S are displayed in Supplementary Figure 2.

Durability

KET 0.5 had superior response durability. Of the 16 patients with a day-seven treatment 

response, 7 of 8 for KET 0.5, 1 of 2 patients for KET 0.25, and 2 of 6 patients for MID 

continued meeting response criteria at day 28. For remission, sustained remission was found 
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in 6 of the 8 day-seven remitters for KET 0.5, 1 of the 2 day-seven remitters for KET 

0.25, and 2 of the 5 day-seven remitters for MID. KET 0.5 responders at day-seven had 

high absolute probability of being day 28 responders (0.82, 95%-CrI = 0.52 – 0.97). KET 

0.25 and MID day-seven responders had moderate (0.50, 95%-CrI = 0.09 – 0.90) and low 

(0.37, 95%-CrI = 0.10 – 0.71) absolute probabilities of being day 28 responders respectively. 

The broad credible intervals for those two conditions showed the high degree of uncertainty 

about the distribution and should be interpreted with caution.

Safety and Tolerability

Pre-existing medical conditions are provided in Supplementary Table 1. KET 0.5 had a 

transient and dose-dependent increase in dissociative symptoms on the CADSS, as well 

as systolic and diastolic blood pressure, and pulse around end of infusion (Supplementary 

Figure 3); there was no notable change in BPRS+. The probabilities of side effects on body 

systems assessed with the PRISE were moderate to low across interventions (Supplementary 

Table 2). One participant made a suicide attempt four days after MID infusion; this was 

determined to be unrelated to the intervention as this participant scored zero on the C-SSRS 

one day before the attempt.

Resting State EEG

The complete analytical report is summarized in Supplementary Table 3. EEG analyses 

focused on the KET 0.5 (N = 8) and MID (N = 9) arms, given the small sample sizes 

in the two lowest KET dose arms. Figure 2 presents frontal gamma power (panel A), 

posterior alpha power (panel B) and posterior alpha peak frequency (panel C) as functions of 

condition and time.

Frontal Gamma Power—Day 1 model: Analysis showed strong evidence for a time-by-

condition interaction for gamma power (Posterior Probability [time * condition interaction > 

0] = 0.92). KET 0.5 showed an initial increase in gamma power at end of infusion followed 

by a decrease continuing until the 240-minute measurement (Posterior Probability [KET 0.5 

< 0] = 0.99; see Supplementary Table 3) (Figure 2, panel A). MID had high probability of an 

increase over time (Posterior Probability [MID > 0] = 0.91).

24-hour model: At 24 hours, frontal gamma power appeared comparable for KET 0.5 

and MID (Posterior Probability [KET 0.5 > MID] = 0.370). Durability model: Posterior 

distributions of the time-by-condition interaction for model 3 could not be estimated by the 

model. However, there was moderate certainty of an increase in gamma power between 24 

hours and day-seven for KET 0.5 and MID.

Posterior Alpha Power—Day 1 model: There was little evidence of a time-by-condition 

interaction for alpha power (Posterior Probability [time * condition interaction > 0] = 0.571). 

There was strong evidence of an initial decrease followed by an increase in alpha power for 

KET 0.5 and MID (Figure 2, panel B).

24-hour model: KET 0.5 had high probability of greater alpha power than MID (Posterior 

Probability [KET 0.5 > MID] = 0.968). Durability model: Evidence was weak for a time-by-
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condition interaction for change in alpha power between 24 hours and day-seven (Posterior 

Probability [time * condition interaction > 0] = 0.082).

Posterior Alpha Peak Frequency—Day 1 model: Analysis showed moderate evidence 

for a time-by-condition interaction for alpha peak frequency (Posterior Probability [time 

* condition interaction < 0] = 0.763). Posterior alpha peak frequency showed an initial 

increase followed by a decrease for KET 0.5 (Figure 2, panel C) although the evidence for 

this increase was weak (Posterior Probability [KET 0.5 < 0] = 0.558). Evidence for an initial 

decrease followed by an increase in alpha peak frequency for MID was moderately strong 

(Posterior Probability [MID > 0] = 0.778).

24-hour model: The evidence was inconclusive about whether alpha peak frequencies at 24 

hours differed between KET 0.5 and MID (Posterior Probability [KET 0.5 > MID] = 0.551). 

Durability model: Posterior distributions for alpha peak frequency slopes between 24 hours 

and day-seven could not be estimated by the model.

BDNF

The complete analytical report is summarized in Supplementary Table 4. Supplementary 

Figure 4 displays plasma BDNF concentrations as a function of condition and time. Day 1 
model: The evidence for an interaction between time and condition on day one was weak 

(Posterior Probability = 0.57). Testing simple effects of time per condition revealed a high 

probability of increased BDNF as a function of time for KET 0.5 (Posterior Probability 

[KET 0.5 > 1] = 0.94). Probability was weak for a decrease as a function of time for MID 

(Posterior Probability [MID < 1] = 0.60) but moderate for KET 0.25 (Posterior Probability 

[KET 0.25 < 1] = 0.77). The posterior distribution could not be estimated by the model for 

KET 0.1. Durability model: At day-seven, the evidence was weak that geometric mean of 

plasma BDNF was lower for KET 0.5 than MID (Posterior Probability [KET 0.5 < MID] = 

0.63). Conversely, there was strong evidence that the geometric mean was higher for KET 

0.25 (Posterior Probability [KET 0.25 > MID] = 0.95) and KET 0.1 (Posterior Probability 

[KET 0.1 > MID] = 0.85) than MID.

Exploratory Correlational Analysis

In a recent study baseline gamma power was shown to moderate clinical response to 

ketamine at 230 minutes after the start of infusion in TRD patients [35]. The authors 

posit that this could reflect a greater susceptibility to improvements in cortical homeostasis 

brought on by ketamine, with patients that experience the greatest baseline deficits having 

the clearest gains from treatment. We conducted an exploratory analysis to determine 

whether MADRS outcomes for KET 0.5 and MID were related to gamma power reactivity 

(the difference between peak gamma during infusion and baseline). Greater gamma 

reactivity was associated with a stronger reduction in MADRS at seven days post-infusion 

for ketamine (τ = −0.5, p = .08), but no relationship was observed for midazolam (τ = 0.05, 

p = .8) (Figure 3) (see Supplementary Table 5).
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DISCUSSION

In this study, we addressed dose optimization for ketamine treatment of LL-TRD. Using 

Bayesian adaptive randomization we compared the treatment response at day seven after 

single infusions of IV ketamine at three doses (0.5, 0.25, 0.1 mg/kg) relative to midazolam 

(0.03 mg/kg) in a sample with a mean age of 62 (range: 55 – 72 years old). KET 0.5 proved 

superior to the other conditions. Bayesian adaptive randomization terminated allocation of 

participants to KET 0.25 and 0.1. There was a 70% chance that participants administered 

KET 0.5 achieved a treatment response at day-seven post-infusion, compared to a 46% 

chance for MID. Evidence was strong that the probability to achieve a day-seven treatment 

response was at least 10% higher for KET 0.5 than MID. Further, evidence was strong 

that responders to KET 0.5 at day-seven remained responders at day 28 follow-up. These 

outcomes are broadly consistent with a dose-response trial in younger adults with TRD 

(mean age of 44.38) that showed antidepressant superiority for KET 0.5 relative to lower 

doses (0.2 and 0.1 mg/kg) and to MID at 24 hours after a single infusion [36]. Adverse 

events for KET 0.5 had low posterior probabilities, indicating that the safety and tolerability 

of KET 0.5 in our sample were generally acceptable. These outcomes require further 

confirmation in an adequately powered trial.

Although treatment response was the primary endpoint, a 50% improvement is often 

inadequate for functional recovery. We showed that at seven days post-infusion all eight 

KET 0.5 responders also met criteria for remission. Of the eight remitters, six were still 

in remission at 28 days post-infusion. These findings indicate that an initial remission 

to ketamine at 0.5 mg/kg is a positive indicator of possible sustained remission at later 

measurements.

Increased power in the gamma frequency band of the EEG is a translational biomarker 

of NMDAR block on PV+ interneurons [37], and associated in animals with a block of 

NMDAR subunits NR1 [38] and NR2A [39]. There was a sharp increase in gamma power 

over the course of ketamine infusion which then gradually reset over a period of four hours, 

indicating enhanced cortical excitability relative to inhibition after blockade of NMDAR, 

aligning with outcomes of other NMDAR antagonists [14,40]. At 24-hour follow-up, gamma 

power was comparable to baseline in both conditions, with weak evidence of a shared 

increase at day-seven. This suggests acutely enhanced cortical excitation related to blocking 

NR1/NR2A, without sustained ketamine-related changes. However, the lower strength of 

evidence makes it impossible to rule out changes in gamma at day-seven being related to 

biological or measurement fluctuations. In earlier work baseline gamma power moderated 

clinical response to ketamine at 230 minutes [35]. Relationships between gamma reactivity 

at 30 minutes from baseline and clinical response showed a negative relationship between 

increased reactivity and decreased depression severity at day-seven post-infusion for KET 

0.5 but not MID. This suggests that stronger engagement of ketamine with the NR1/NR2A 

subunits could initiate biological processes leading to rapid antidepressant effects persisting 

for at least one week. While these findings should be interpreted cautiously due to the small 

sample size and exploratory nature, this might indicate preliminary support for the utility of 

EEG gamma power as a predictive biomarker for ketamine clinical response. Future larger 

studies using an appropriate longitudinal design are required for confirmation.
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Resting state alpha oscillations provide information about the ability of an upstream 

system to exert control over the gain measured in downstream local neuronal clusters 

where a reduction in power reflects enhanced excitability of the local cortex [41]. We 

found strong evidence that KET 0.5 and MID suppressed posterior resting state alpha 

power at the end of infusion consistent with prior studies [15], possibly indicating an 

instantaneous increase in neural excitability [42]. Decrease in alpha power after ketamine 

has been associated in animals with blockade of NMDAR subunit NR2B [43], possibly by 

increasing cholinergic activity [44]. It is likely that MID could behave similarly, but through 

non-NMDAR mechanisms. Resting alpha power was lower for MID than KET 0.5 at 24 

hours post-infusion, possibly reflecting sustained cholinergic inhibition in MID, without 

sustained effect of KET 0.5. Effects for alpha power from 24 hours to day-seven could not 

be estimated by the statistical model. Evidence was moderate that alpha had a lower peak 

frequency for MID, but was inconclusive on whether alpha peak frequency changed with 

KET 0.5. This suggests acutely enhanced cortical excitation related to blockade of NR2B 

without sustained ketamine-related changes.

We investigated plasma BDNF as a peripheral biological marker of ketamine-associated 

neuroplasticity [8–11]. The evidence was low that conditions differed in BDNF response 

which suggest that further study is warranted to accurately explore possible dose-response 

effect in LL-TRD (see Supplementary Material).

Counter to expectations, approximately 50% of patients randomized to MID met treatment 

response criteria on day seven, though MID had a low probability of a sustained 

antidepressant effect at day 28. Although this may be a placebo effect, MID could 

also have antidepressant properties, even if durability would be shorter than KET. MID 

is a positive allosteric modulator of GABAA receptors located on glutamate receptors, 

inhibiting glutamate release; KET creates a glutamate surge. Two possible explanations 

are 1) antidepressant effects of ketamine might involve simultaneous block of NMDARs 

and activation of GABAA receptors [45], implying that responders to MID and KET 

represent a single biotype; 2) MID and KET may have opposite effects on glutamate release 

and consequently on excitability of pyramidal neurons, implying that responders to MID 

and KET represent two different biotypes [45]. This latter hypothesis could be partially 

consistent with diminished GABAA receptor-associated cortical inhibition, measured with 

paired-pulse transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) as diminished short intracortical 

inhibition (SICI) for young and elderly people with depression, compared to young, but 

not elderly, healthy controls [46].

A strength of the current study was the use of Bayesian methods to determine superiority 

across doses by terminating allocation of participants to treatment arms with low efficacy, 

potentially resulting in more efficient and less costly trials if one intervention arm is 

clearly superior. This approach may be more ethical than traditional designs because 

it limits exposure of patients to interventions with low efficacy. Another strength was 

the enrollment of psychotropic medication-free TRD patients, permitting interpretation 

of treatment response and neurophysiological measures uncontaminated by concurrent 

psychotropic medication use.
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Limitations of this study include 1) patients were U.S. military veterans and predominantly 

male, which may limit generalization of outcomes to non-veterans and to women; 2) 

lack of enrollment of participants from the oldest age cohort (>75 years); in a recent 

phase 3 trial of intranasal esketamine in late-life TRD [19], patients 75 and older did not 

show benefit relative to placebo; 3) we did not examine relationships between changes 

in depression severity and blood levels of ketamine or its metabolite norketamine, which 

correlated with improvement in depression in adult TRD [47]; 4) the outcomes of EEG 

and BDNF should be interpreted with caution due to small sample sizes and the use of 

midazolam instead of inert saline placebo; 5) the Bayesian adaptive randomization scheme 

denied the two poor performing KET arms (0.1, 0.25) adequate sample sizes to conduct 

meaningful BDNF and EEG analyses; 6) the relationship between change in MADRS with 

ketamine-induced gamma band reactivity requires further examination in larger samples to 

determine how well reactivity could be a biomarker of the magnitude of improvement in 

depression; and 7) aspects of illness-course may have influenced response across treatment 

conditions, and further study could examine those effects. This highlights a design limitation 

where the clinical trial structure is not conducive to simultaneous collection of data 

in adequate quantity for detailed understanding of biomarkers. This distinction between 

experimental styles should be carefully considered by future studies to ensure sufficient 

data collection for biomarkers in early-stage drug discovery programs. On the other hand, 

this adaptive strategy provides earlier identification of effective compounds for subsequent 

neurobiological studies.

In conclusion, a single infusion of ketamine 0.5 mg/kg was superior to lower doses and 

midazolam in achieving a treatment response at day-seven and in maintaining a treatment 

response up to day 28. We were unable to detect meaningful effects at the same time 

points for EEG gamma and alpha power suggesting that those physiological measures are 

not biomarkers for sustained biological changes directly associated with treatment response. 

Future studies should investigate optimal dosing strategies in conjunction with relevant 

physiological biomarkers to determine the sensitivity of biological marker detection for 

both acute and sustained clinical responses. The optimal ketamine treatment schedule for 

LL-TRD awaits further study.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. Probability of a day-seven treatment response estimated with Bayesian algorithms.
MADRS total scores (± standard error) as a function of condition and time from pre-infusion 

baseline to day-seven post-infusion (panel A); proportions of patients with a treatment 

response (≥ 50% improvement in MADRS from baseline) as a function of condition and 

time (panel B); Bayesian posterior distributions of probabilities of a day-seven treatment 

response as a function of condition (panel C).
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Figure 2. Effects of ketamine 0.5 mg/kg and midazolam on resting EEG gamma and alpha.
EEG (± standard error) as a function of condition and time for ketamine 0.5 mg/kg (KET 

0.5) and midazolam (MID). Displayed are frontal gamma power (panel A), posterior alpha 

power (panel B), and posterior alpha peak frequency (panel C).
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Figure 3. Relationships between change in gamma power and change in MADRS for KET 0.5 
and MID.
Ketamine demonstrated a moderate relationship between gamma reactivity at 30 minutes 

and change in MADRS score at 7 days post-infusion. This relationship was less prevalent at 

the earlier time points, and was non-existent for patients in the midazolam condition. More 

positive MADRS change scores (x-axes) indicates smaller decreases/an increase in MADRS 

from baseline. Correlation results are summarized in Supplementary Table 5.
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Table 1.

Demographic and clinical characteristics.

Midazolam Ketamine (mg/kg)

0.03 mg/kg (N=13) 0.5 (N=11) 0.25 (N=5) 0.1 (N=4)

Age (years)

 Mean (SD) 62.15 (5.54) 60.91 (4.97) 61.80 (6.06) 66.75 (6.85)

 Range 56–72 56–70 55–70 57–72

Weight (kg), mean (SD) 89.66 (15.91) 94.64 (18.74) 84.72 (6.88) 90.48 (4.74)

BMI, mean (SD) 29.65 (4.12) 31.64 (6.89) 31.72 (1.66) 28.30 (2.67)

Sex, female, n (%) 4 (31%) 3 (27%) 3 (60%) 0 (0%)

Race, n (%)

 Black 7 (54%) 4 (36%) 3 (60%) 2 (50%)

 White 6 (46%) 7 (64%) 2 (40%) 2 (50%)

Ethnicity, n (%)

 Hispanic/Latino 1 (7.69%) 0 (0%) 1 (20%) 0 (0%)

Illness course

 Age of onset (years)

  Mean (SD) 31.67 (12.65) * 26.36 (15.19) 30 (21.65) 37.33 (14.15) *

  Range 14 – 47 * 6 – 50 7 – 50 21 – 46 *

 Years ill (years)

  Mean (SD) 30.67 (15.46) * 34.55 (16.31) 31.20 (22.28) 27.67 (7.64) *

  Range 11 – 53 * 12 – 53 9 – 59 21 – 36 *

 Number of episodes, mean (SD) 2.3 (0.95) 2.36 (1.12) 1.40 (0.55) 2 (0.82)

 Duration current episode (years)

  Mean (SD) 8.23 (7.03) 11.09 (6.43) 13.20 (5.54) 10.25 (7.41)

  Range 2 – 28 5 – 23 6 – 20 1 – 18

Co-existing disorders, n (%)

 Post-traumatic stress disorder 7 (54%) 3 (27%) 1 (20%) 2 (50%)

 Panic disorder 2 (15%) 1 (9%) 2 (40%) 1 (25%)

 Any anxiety disorder 8 (62%) 7 (64%) 5 (100%) 2 (50%)

Pre-taper concomitant psychotropic medications, n (%)

 SSRI 4 (31%) 4 (36%) 0 (0%) 1 (25%)

 SNRI 4 (31%) 5 (46%) 4 (80%) 1 (25%)

 Anxiolytic 1 (8%) 0 (0%) 1 (20%) 0 (0%)

 Benzodiazepine 1 (8%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (25%)

 Atypical antipsychotic 5 (39%) 8 (73%) 3 (60%) 0 (0%)

Depression severity pre-infusion baseline, mean (SD)

 MADRS 35.00 (5.64) 32.55 (2.42) 35.80 (2.05) 35.5 (4.93)

 QIDS-SR 17.23 (3.14) 17.27 (2.05) 19.60 (3.29) 15 (0.82)

 CGI-S 4.69 (0.48) 4.45 (0.52) 4.60 (0.55) 4.75 (0.50)

Notes: BMI: Body mass index; MADRS: Montgomery-Åsberg Depression Rating Scale; QIDS-SR: Quick Inventory of Depressive 
Symptomatology – Self Report; CGI-S: Clinical Global Improvement – Severity.
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*
n = 1 missing data.
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